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Abstract

With an overall significance of 6.0 , the velocity of muon neutrinos from CERN through the crust of the earth to the underground
Gran Sasso Laboratory has been determined to be in excess of that of light. The Reciprocal System explains this "anomalous"
finding by mathematically extending the Special Theory of Relativity, in an inverse fashion, to the cosmic (inverse) sector. The
calculated velocity is shown to be equal to the observed velocity within the experimental error.
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Nomenclature

cc = speed of light as measured in cosmic sector, sec/m

cm = speed of light as measured in material sector, m/sec

IR = interregional ratio for atoms (dimensionless)

IR_1 = interregional ratio for subatoms (dimensionless)

nc = index of refraction of cosmic neutrinos through material solid, stated in cosmic terms

nm = index of refraction of cosmic neutrinos through material solid, stated in material terms

s = total space involved in event, m

sclock = clock space involved in event, m

scoord = coordinate space involved in event, m

t = total time involved in event, sec

tclock = clock time involved in event, sec

tcoord = coordinate time involved in event, sec

vc = velocity as measured in cosmic sector, sec/m (subscript "max" for maximum velocity)

vm = velocity as measured in material sector, m/sec (subscript "max" for maximum velocity)

v_calc = calculated velocity of muon neutrino, m/sec



v_obs = observed velocity of muon neutrino, m/sec

t = difference in arrival time between photon and neutrino at detector, sec

Note: A black square in the upper right of an equation means that the equation is disabled from running in Mathcad. This is done because not all
variables in the equation have, as yet, been given numerical values at that point in the program.



(disregarding the error estimates). The observed "index of refraction" (in materal terms) is then
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The observed velocity of the muon neutrions is then computed from

(3)m/seccm 299792458

The assumed velocity of light in a vacuum is

(2)(Ref. [1], p. 19)mscoord 730085.0

The travel distance in the experiment (measured by GPS devices) is

(1)+/- 6.9 x 10-9 (statistical error) +/- 7.4 x 10-9 (systematic error) secsect 60.7 10
9



Ref. [1] describes the experiment. The muon neutrinos appear to arrive at the detector earlier than photons in a vacuum by
this amount (Ref. [1], p. 19):

1. The Experiment



nm_obs
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 nm_obs 0.999975075 (6)

This is "anomalous," of course: according to the Special Theory of Relativity, nothing can travel faster than the speed of light.



2. The Reciprocal System Explanation

The Reciprocal System of theory is described in Dewey B. Larson's books, such as Ref. [2], [5], [8], [9]. It is a unified, general
theory of the universe, based on the concept that space-time is the fundamental component. In this theory, space-time is
perfectly symmetrical, and there are two major sectors of the universe, our material sector, and the cosmic (or inverse) sector.
The cosmic sector is identical to the material sector except that space and time are interchanged. The basic velocity
equations are as follows.

material sector "normal low speed" conditions: coordinate space, clock time

vm
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tclock
 m/sec |scoord| << |tclock| (7)

cosmic sector "normal low (inverse) speed" conditions: coordinate time, clock space

vc

tcoord
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 sec/m |tcoord| << |sclock| (8)

But for high speeds (uniform linear motion) in the material sector, Eq. (7) must be modified to include the Lorentz transform from
Special Relativity (see Ref. [3], [4] if you need a review).



Note: There is no time contraction in the cosmic sector, so the Reciprocal System agrees, mathematically, with the
extension of the Special Theory of Relativity to the cosmic sector, but not conceptually.
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cosmic sector "high speed": coordinate time, clock space, coordinate space

Similarly, for high (inverse) speeds (uniform linear motion) in the cosmic sector, Eq. (8) must be modified to include the
(inverse) Lorentz transform from Special Relativity; this is an extension of Special Relativity to the cosmic sector.

Note: There is no space contraction in the material sector, so the Reciprocal System agrees, mathematically, with the
Special Theory of Relativity, but not conceptually.
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material sector "high speed": coordinate space, clock time, coordinate time



Note: The maximum one-dimensional speed of a material object in the material sector is

vm_max cm m/sec (14)

And the maximum one-dimensional speed of a cosmic object in the cosmic sector is

vc_max cc sec/m (15)

The question now is: how do we compute the space dilation for cosmic subatoms traveling through material atoms? We
can derive the answer by reviewing p. 72 of Ref. [5]. This will come as a shock to conventional scientists, but in the
Reciprocal System, cosmic atoms are plentiful in the material environment--they are the controlling units in the nuclei of
biological cells!

"The biological cell is considerably larger than the [crystal] unit cell of the material aggregate because of the cosmic nature of
the life unit force, the effective reach of which determines the cell size. The diameter of the cell in both cases is basically
related to the natural unit of distance, which has been evaluated from fundamental relationships as 5 x 10-6 cm [4.558816 x
10-6 cm, more precisely], but the nature of the interatomic forces has an effect, explained in detail in previous publications,
which reduces the radius of the unit cell of solid matter to roughly 150th [1/156.4444 more precisely] of this natural unit of
distance, or about 3 x 10-8 cm [2.914 x 10-8 cm]. Because of the reversal of directions in the cosmic sector, the range of
effectiveness of the cosmic forces is approximately 150 times [156.4444 times] the natural unit of distance, or about 8 x 10-4

cm [.000713 cm]; that is, the maxium diameter of a biological cell is about .015 millimeter [.01426 mm]."



The interregional ratio for material atoms is computed (Ref. [2], pp. 29-30), as
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 IR 0.006392045 (atoms) (1/156.4444) (16)

The 2/9 factor is for the two photons present. But subatoms have only one rotating photon, so Eq. (16) must be modified to:
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 IR_1 0.00703125 (subatoms) (1/142.2222) (17)

For cosmic atoms and subatoms, we must use the inverse of these two equations. Therefore, the space dilation for
cosmic subatoms is

s
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= (space dilation for cosmic subatoms) (18)



(Ref. [1], p. 19)

+/- .0000028 (statistical error) +/- .0000030 (systematic error)0.0000248

which compares with the experimental value:
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Eq. (12) can be rearranged into an expansion ratio:
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In cosmic terms:

quite a space dilation!
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The Reciprocal System calculations agree with the observations to within the experimental error given in Ref. [1].

Up to this point it has not really been necessary to determine exactly which kind of subatom, in Reciprocal System terms, has
been used in this experiment (muon neutrinos to conventional scientists). Table I, from Ref. [6], lists the massless, chargeless
subatoms in the Reciprocal System. (Of course, the electrons and positrons tabulated can take an electric charge, but we are
here concerned with the "bare" particles.) These particles all move with the space-time progression at speed c unless, of
course, they're moving within atoms or c-atoms, in which case there can be "refraction."

Subatom Photon Freq. Rot. Displ. Eff. Rot. Displ. Rot. Speed Rot. Freq.

m-positron 2 R 1-0-1 0-0-1 1/2-1-1/2 R/π-2R/π-R/π

c-positron 1/2 R (1)-0-(1) 0-0-(1) 2-1-2 4R/π-2R/π-4R/π

m-electron 2 R 1-0-(1) 0-0-(1) 1/2-1-2 R/π-2R/π-4R/π

c-electron 1/2 R (1)-0-1 0-0-1 2-1-1/2 4R/π-2R/π-R/π

m-massless neutron 2 R 1-1-0 1/2-1/2-0 1/2-1/2-1 R/π-R/π-2R/π

c-massless neutron 1/2 R (1)-(1)-0 (1/2)-(1/2)-0 2-2-1 4R/π-4R/π-2R/π

m-neutrino 2 R 1-1-(1) 1/2-1/2-(1) 1/2-1/2-2 R/π-R/π-4R/π
c-neutrino 1/2 R (1)-(1)-1 (1/2)-(1/2)-1 2-2-1/2 4R/π-4R/π-R/π

Table I. Massless, Chargeless Subatoms

Cosmic subatoms moving through material atoms appear to speed up (to us)--just as the experiment found. This is space
dilation, completely analogous to time dilation. Incidentally, material electrons are essentially just rotating space units and so

they, too, can move faster than light in matter--when the current is greater than 1.05353 x 10-3 A (Ref. [9], p. 110).

A muon neutrino can be either a c-neutrino or a c-massless neutron or an m-neutrino or an m-massless neutron. The reactions in
the experiment involve pions, which are c-Si, and kaons, which are gravitationally-charged c-Kr (Ref. [2], 2nd ed., p. 201).
According to Larson, Ref. [8], pp. 385-386:



"The phenomena of the cosmic sector with which we are now concerned are the observable events which involve contacts of
material objects with objects that are either partially or totally cosmic in character. Interaction of a purely material unit with a
cosmic unit, or a purely cosmic unit with a material unit follows a special pattern. Where the structures are identical, aside from
the inversion of the space-time relations, as in the case of the electron and the positron, they destroy each other on contact.
Otherwise, the contact is a relation between a space magnitude and a time magnitude, which is motion. Viewed from a
geometrical standpoint, these entities move through each other.....Material and cosmic atoms, and most sub-atomic particles,
are composite structures that include both material (spatial [time displacement]) and cosmic (temporal [space displacement])
components. Inter-sector contacts between such objects therefore have results similar to those of contacts between material
objects." This is refraction.

Presumably, a cosmic neutrino would suffer less equivalent refraction than a cosmic massless neutron, because of the additional
electric displacement, so our tentative conclusion is that the muon neutrino--in this particular experiment--is a cosmic neutrino . In
other experiments and observations, it might be one of the other possible subatoms, like an m-massless neutron (Ref. [2], 2nd
ed., p. 214). Incidentally, (most, if not all of) the observed neutrinos coming from material supernovae are m-neutrinos or
m-massless neutrons--their speed is very slightly less than cm because of interstellar gas and dust particles.

It's also important to note that cosmic atoms and subatoms do not "see" material solids the way we (as observers in the material
sector) do. Rather, they "see" material solids as very diffuse cosmic gases. This is because of the reciprocal postulate: material
atoms (or, more properly, their force fields) are contiguous in coordinate space, and far apart in coordinate time. Incidentally,
that's why we don't see aggregates of cosmic atoms (like cosmic stars) in coordinate space--they are not localized in space, they
are localized in time.

The material gas with the lowest index of refraction is that of helium: 1.000036 (at 273.15 K), (Ref. [7], p. 58). This is in the range
given by Eq. (23), as we would expect. The SiO2 of the earth's crust appears to the cosmic subatoms as something like very
diffuse c-He.



Conclusion

The Reciprocal System explains the conundrum of the CERN experiment involving faster than light muon neutrinos. The
Special Theory of Relativity is mathematically extended, inversely, to the cosmic (inverse) sector, and the velocity of the muon
neutrinos is calculated. The result is within the experimental error of the observation.
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